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A must-have book for fly fishers planning to visit this famous river.
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The Fork. A Holy Grail for fly-fishers, the place to make short, delicate casts to large finicky trout.

Also a place of incomparable frustration: monster rainbows sipping everything in sight except for

your fly. Author Mike Lawson, the former owner and operator of the Henry's Fork Anglers fly shop,

has fished the entire 100-mile stretch for four decades. His guidebook, as a result, is much more

than the standard breakdown of where and what to fish; it's a detailed and systematic approach to

learning the strategies that work on this diverse and difficult piece of water. Explaining tactics for the

challenging spring creek-like Railroad Ranch section of the river at Harriman State Park, Lawson

writes: In all seriousness, when the tiniest of the tiny flies are out, the Royal Wulff can be quite

effective.... You need to get in a rhythm to coincide with the feeding rhythm of the trout. Take time to

observe the trout's feeding pattern before you lay a bunch of casts over him and alert him to your

presence. Then, if you have a little size-18 Royal Wulff on your tippet, you can time your cast so the

fly arrives at the trout about when he is going to rise. It gives the fish an opportunity to see

something a little different, and the trout will sometimes take the odd fly.  In a chapter on mayflies,

Lawson offers a piece of sensible advice for fishing the river's most famous hatch, the pale morning

dun: Early in the season when the weather is cool, the fish key on the duns, and you want a

No-Hackle or a Thorax pattern. But in late summer, when the weather gets hot, things really

change. Few of the duns stay on the water very long, so the fish focus on patterns in the surface



film and just below. He goes on to forecast a daily hatch cycle to the half-hour, adjusted for weather

conditions. While some strategies will be familiar to fly-fishers, much of the material here is geared

specifically to the Fork. Appendices include a monthly hatch chart, popular fly patterns, photos and

tying basics for 12 key patterns, and other suggested reading. --This text refers to an alternate

Paperback edition.

Flowing for over one hundred miles from its source at Henry's Lake to the Snake River, the Henry's

Fork in Idaho is one of the most famous trout rivers in the world, and offers a diversity of water types

found almost nowhere else. Thirty-one years ago, Mike Lawson gave up teaching to own a fly shop

and begin guiding anglers on this fabulous stretch of water. Now he shares the knowledge and

experience acquired in a lifetime fly fishing the Fork. Directing you along the river and its lakes,

reservoirs, and tributaries, step by step he will tell you where the fish are, how to fish for them, and

what flies to use. Mile by mile he will guide you through the seasons, hatches, and species. And like

any devoted angler, he will share a few "big fish" stories along the way. (5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 160 pages,

b&w photos, charts)

Would have liked a little more detail on bank fishing. Other then that a great book.
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